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7s start CH- 

CHABLIS ABCHILS dry white wine [n -S] 

CHABOUK ABCHKOU type of whip [n -S] 

CHABUKS ABCHKSU CHABUK, chabouk (type of whip) [n] 

CHACHKA AACCHHK chatchka (knickknack) [n -S] 

CHACMAS AACCHMS CHACMA, large baboon [n] 

CHADARS AACDHRS CHADAR, chador (large shawl) [n] 

CHADORS ACDHORS CHADOR, large shawl [n] 

CHAEBOL ABCEHLO group of businesses in Korea owned by one family [n -S] 

CHAETAE AACEEHT CHAETA, bristle or seta [n] 

CHAETAL AACEHLT CHAETA, bristle or seta [adj] 

CHAFERS ACEFHRS CHAFER, large beetle [n] 

CHAFFED ACDEFFH CHAFF, to poke fun at [v] 

CHAFFER ACEFFHR to bargain or haggle [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAFING ACFGHIN CHAFE, to warm by rubbing [v] 

CHAGRIN ACGHINR to humiliate [v -ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S] 

CHAINED ACDEHIN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHAINER ACEHINR chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

CHAINES ACEHINS CHAINE, series of ballet turns [n] 

CHAIRED ACDEHIR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

CHAISES ACEHISS CHAISE, light carriage [n] 

CHAKRAS AACHKRS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

CHALAHS AACHHLS CHALAH, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

CHALAZA AAACHLZ band of tissue in egg [n -E, -S] 

CHALCID ACCDHIL tiny fly [n -S] 

CHALEHS ACEHHLS CHALEH, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

CHALETS ACEHLST CHALET, Swiss cottage [n] 

CHALICE ACCEHIL drinking cup [n -S] 

CHALKED ACDEHKL CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHALLAH AACHHLL kind of bread [n -S, -LLOT, -LLOTH] 

CHALLAS AACHLLS CHALLA, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

CHALLIE ACEHILL challis (light fabric) [n -S] 

CHALLIS ACHILLS light fabric [n -ES] 

CHALLOT ACHLLOT CHALLAH, kind of bread [n] 

CHALONE ACEHLNO hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

CHALOTH ACHHLOT CHALAH, challah (kind of bread) [n] 

CHALUPA AACHLPU fried corn tortilla spread with savory mixture [n -S] 

CHALUTZ ACHLTUZ halutz (Israeli farmer) [n -IM] 

CHAMADE AACDEHM signal made with drum [n -S] 

CHAMBER ABCEHMR to put in chamber (room) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMBRE ABCEHMR brought (as wine) to room temperature [adj] 

CHAMFER ACEFHMR to groove (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMISA AACHIMS saltbush of Southwest [n -S] 

CHAMISE ACEHIMS chamiso (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

CHAMISO ACHIMOS flowering shrub [n -S] 

CHAMOIS ACHIMOS soft leather [n -IX] / to prepare leather like chamois [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAMOIX ACHIMOX CHAMOIS, soft leather [n] 
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CHAMPAC AACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAMPAK AACHKMP East Indian tree [n -S] 

CHAMPED ACDEHMP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHAMPER ACEHMPR one that champs (to chew noisily) [n] 

CHANCED ACCDEHN CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANCEL ACCEHLN area around church altar [n -S] 

CHANCER ACCEHNR opportunist [n -S] 

CHANCES ACCEHNS CHANCE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

CHANCRE ACCEHNR hard-based sore [n -S] 

CHANGED ACDEGHN CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANGER ACEGHNR one that changes (to make different) [n -S] 

CHANGES ACEGHNS CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANNEL ACEHLNN to direct along some desired course [v -ED, -ING, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

CHANOYU ACHNOUY Japanese tea ritual [n -S] 

CHANSON ACHNNOS song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [n -S] 

CHANTED ACDEHNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHANTER ACEHNRT one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

CHANTEY ACEHNTY sailor's song [n -S] 

CHANTOR ACHNORT chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n -S] 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHAOSES ACEHOSS CHAOS, state of total disorder; confused mass [n] 

CHAOTIC ACCHIOT CHAOS, state of total disorder; confused mass [adj] 

CHAPATI AACHIPT unleavened bread of India [n -S] 

CHAPEAU AACEHPU hat [n -S, -X] 

CHAPELS ACEHLPS CHAPEL, place of worship [n] 

CHAPLET ACEHLPT wreath for head [n -S] 

CHAPMAN AACHMNP peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n MEN] 

CHAPMEN ACEHMNP CHAPMAN, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

CHAPPAL AACHLPP sandal worn in India [n -S] 

CHAPPED ACDEHPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHAPPIE ACEHIPP fellow [n -S] 

CHAPTER ACEHPRT to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARADE AACDEHR word represented by pantomime [n -S] 

CHARGED ACDEGHR CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHARGER ACEGHRR one that charges (to accuse formally) [n -S] 

CHARGES ACEGHRS CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHARIER ACEHIRR CHARY, cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj] 

CHARILY ACHILRY in chary (cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger)) manner [adv] 

CHARING ACGHINR CHARE, to do small jobs [v] 

CHARIOT ACHIORT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARISM ACHIMRS charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n -S] 

CHARITY ACHIRTY something given to needy [n -TIES] 

CHARKAS AACHKRS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARKHA AACHHKR spinning wheel [n -S] 

CHARLEY ACEHLRY charlie (fool) [n -S] 

CHARLIE ACEHILR fool [n -S] 
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CHARMED ACDEHMR CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHARMER ACEHMRR one that charms (to attract irresistibly) [n -S] 

CHARNEL ACEHLNR room where corpses are placed [n -S] 

CHARPAI AACHIPR charpoy (bed used in India) [n -S] 

CHARPOY ACHOPRY bed used in India [n -S] 

CHARQUI ACHIQRU type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n -S]  

CHARRED ACDEHRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v] 

CHARROS ACHORRS CHARRO, cowboy [n] 

CHARTED ACDEHRT CHART, to map out [v] 

CHARTER ACEHRRT to lease or hire [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHASERS ACEHRSS CHASER, one that chases (to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture)) [n] 

CHASING ACGHINS design engraved on metal [n -S] / CHASE, to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [v] 

CHASMAL AACHLMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHASMED ACDEHMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHASMIC ACCHIMS CHASM, deep cleft in earth [adj] 

CHASSED ACDEHSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASSES ACEHSSS CHASSE, to perform dance movement [v] 

CHASSIS ACHISSS frame of car [n CHASSIS] 

CHASTEN ACEHNST to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHATEAU AACEHTU large country house [n -S, -X] 

CHATTED ACDEHTT CHAT, to converse informally [v] 

CHATTEL ACEHLTT slave [n -S] 

CHATTER ACEHRTT to talk rapidly and trivially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHAUFER ACEFHRU chauffer (small furnace) [n -S] 

CHAUNTS ACHNSTU CHAUNT, to chant (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [v] 

CHAWERS ACEHRSW CHAWER, one that chaws (to chew (to crush or grind with teeth)) [n] 

CHAWING ACGHINW CHAW, to chew (to crush or grind with teeth) [v] 

CHAYOTE ACEHOTY tropical vine [n -S] 

CHAZANS AACHNSZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

CHAZZAN AACHNZZ chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n -IM, -S] 

CHAZZEN ACEHNZZ chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n -IM, -S] 

CHEAPEN ACEEHNP to make cheap [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEAPER ACEEHPR CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIE ACEEHIP one that is cheap [n -S] 

CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap (inexpensive) manner [adv] 

CHEAPOS ACEHOPS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

CHEATED ACDEEHT CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHEATER ACEEHRT one that cheats (to defraud (to swindle)) [n -S] 

CHEBECS BCCEEHS CHEBEC, small bird [n] 

CHECKED CCDEEHK CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHECKER CCEEHKR to mark with squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHECKUP CCEHKPU examination [n -S] 

CHEDDAR ACDDEHR type of cheese [n -S] 

CHEDERS CDEEHRS CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHEDITE CDEEHIT explosive [n -S] 

CHEEKED CDEEEHK CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 
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CHEEPED CDEEEHP CHEEP, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHEEPER CEEEHPR one that cheeps (to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)) [n -S] 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S] 

CHEERIO CEEHIOR greeting (salutation) [n -S] 

CHEERLY CEEHLRY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CHEEROS CEEHORS CHEERO, cheerio (greeting (salutation)) [n] 

CHEESED CDEEEHS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEESES CEEEHSS CHEESE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

CHEETAH ACEEHHT swift-running wildcat [n -S] 

CHEFDOM CDEFHMO status of chef [n -S] 

CHEFFED CDEEFFH CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHEFING CEFGHIN CHEF, to work as chef (chief cook) [v] 

CHEGOES CEEGHOS CHEGOE, chigoe (tropical flea) [n] 

CHELATE ACEEHLT to combine metal ion with compound [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CHELOID CDEHILO keloid (scar caused by excessive growth of fibrous tissue) [n -D] 

CHEMICS CCEHIMS CHEMIC, chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n] 

CHEMISE CEEHIMS loose dress [n -S] 

CHEMISM CEHIMMS chemical attraction [n -S] 

CHEMIST CEHIMST one versed in chemistry [n -S] 

CHEQUER CEEHQRU to checker (to mark with squares) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEQUES CEEHQSU CHEQUE, written order directing bank to pay money [n] 

CHERISH CEHHIRS to hold dear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEROOT CEHOORT square-cut cigar [n -S] 

CHERUBS BCEHRSU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CHERVIL CEHILRV aromatic herb [n -S] 

CHESSES CEEHSSS CHESS, weed [n] 

CHESTED CDEEHST CHEST, part of body [adj] 

CHETAHS ACEHHST CHETAH, cheetah (swift-running wildcat) [n] 

CHETRUM CEHMRTU monetary unit of Bhutan [n -S, CHHERTUM] 

CHEVETS CEEHSTV CHEVET, apsidal end of church [n] 

CHEVIED CDEEHIV CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEVIES CEEHISV CHEVY, to chase about [v] 

CHEVIOT CEHIOTV coarse fabric [n -S] 

CHEVRES CEEHRSV CHEVRE, cheese made from goat's milk [n] 

CHEVRET CEEHRTV chevre (cheese made from goat's milk) [n -S] 

CHEVRON CEHNORV V-shaped pattern [n -S] 

CHEWERS CEEHRSW CHEWER, one that chews (to crush or grind with teeth) [n] 

CHEWIER CEEHIRW CHEWY, not easily chewed [adj] 

CHEWING CEGHINW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [v] 

CHEWINK CEHIKNW common finch [n -S] 

CHIANTI ACHIINT dry red wine [n -S] 

CHIASMA AACHIMS anatomical junction [n -S, -TA] 

CHIASMS ACHIMSS CHIASM, chiasma (anatomical junction) [n] 

CHIBOUK BCHIKOU Turkish tobacco pipe [n -S] 

CHICANE ACCEHIN to trick by clever ruse [v -D, -NING, -S] 

CHICANO ACCHINO American of Mexican descent [n -S] 
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CHICEST CCEHIST CHIC, smartly stylish [adj] 

CHICHIS CCHHIIS CHICHI, elaborate ornamentation [n] 

CHICKEE CCEEHIK stilt house of Seminole Indians [n -S] 

CHICKEN CCEHIKN to lose one's nerve [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHICLES CCEHILS CHICLE, tree gum [n] 

CHICORY CCHIORY perennial herb [n -RIES] 

CHICOTS CCHIOST CHICOT, dead tree [n] 

CHIDDEN CDDEHIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

CHIDERS CDEHIRS CHIDER, one that chides (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [n] 

CHIDING CDGHIIN CHIDE, to scold (to rebuke harshly) [v] 

CHIEFER CEEFHIR CHIEF, highest in authority [adj] 

CHIEFLY CEFHILY above all [adv] 

CHIELDS CDEHILS CHIELD, young man [n] 

CHIFFON CFFHINO sheer fabric [n -S] 

CHIGGER CEGGHIR parasitic mite [n -S] 

CHIGNON CGHINNO woman's hairdo [n -S] 

CHIGOES CEGHIOS CHIGOE, tropical flea [n] 

CHILDES CDEHILS CHILDE, youth of noble birth [n] 

CHILDLY CDHILLY resembling child (young person) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CHILIAD ACDHIIL group of one thousand [n -S] 

CHILIES CEHIILS CHILI, hot pepper [n] 

CHILLAX ACHILLX to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHILLED CDEHILL CHILL, to make cold [v] 

CHILLER CEHILLR CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] / one that chills (to make cold) [n -S] 

CHILLIS CHIILLS CHILLI, chili (hot pepper) [n] 

CHILLUM CHILLMU part of water pipe [n -S] 

CHIMARS ACHIMRS CHIMAR, chimere (bishop's robe) [n] 

CHIMBLY BCHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -LIES] 

CHIMERA ACEHIMR imaginary monster [n -S] 

CHIMERE CEEHIMR bishop's robe [n -S] 

CHIMERS CEHIMRS CHIMER, one that chimes (to ring harmoniously) [n] 

CHIMING CGHIIMN CHIME, to ring harmoniously [v] 

CHIMLAS ACHILMS CHIMLA, chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n] 

CHIMLEY CEHILMY chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n -S] 

CHIMNEY CEHIMNY flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n -S] 

CHINCHY CCHHINY stingy (unwilling to spend or give) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHINING CGHIINN CHINE, to cut through backbone of [v] 

CHINKED CDEHIKN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHINNED CDEHINN CHIN, to hold with chin (lower part of face) [v] 

CHINOIS CHIINOS cone-shaped sieve [n -ES] 

CHINONE CEHINNO quinone (chemical compound) [n -S] 

CHINOOK CHIKNOO warm wind [n -S] 

CHINSED CDEHINS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINSES CEHINSS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 

CHINTZY CHINTYZ gaudy; cheap [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

CHINWAG ACGHINW to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHIPPED CDEHIPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 
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CHIPPER CEHIPPR to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIPPIE CEHIIPP chippy (prostitute) [n -S] 

CHIPSET CEHIPST set of integrated circuits [n -S] 

CHIRKED CDEHIKR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRKER CEHIKRR CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRMED CDEHIMR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPED CDEHIPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRPER CEHIPRR one that chirps (to utter short, shrill sound) [n -S] 

CHIRRED CDEHIRR CHIRR, to make harsh, vibrant sound [v] / CHIRRE [v] 

CHIRREN CEHINRR children (young person) [n CHIRREN] 

CHIRRES CEHIRRS CHIRRE, to chirr (to make harsh, vibrant sound) [v] 

CHIRRUP CHIPRRU to chirp repeatedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHISELS CEHILSS CHISEL, to use chisel (cutting tool) [v] 

CHITALS ACHILST CHITAL, Asian deer [n] 

CHITINS CHIINST CHITIN, main component of insect shells [n] 

CHITLIN CHIILNT chitling (part of small intestine of swine) [n -S] 

CHITONS CHINOST CHITON, tunic worn in ancient Greece [n] 

CHITTER CEHIRTT to twitter (to utter succession of chirping sounds) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIVARI ACHIIRV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v --ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHIVIED CDEHIIV CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHIVIES CEHIISV CHIVY, to chevy (to chase about) [v] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -YDES, -ES] 

CHLORAL ACHLLOR chemical compound [n -S] 

CHLORIC CCHILOR pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

CHLORID CDHILOR chloride (chlorine compound) [n -S] 

CHLORIN CHILNOR chlorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

CHOANAE AACEHNO CHOANA, funnel-shaped opening [n] 

CHOCKED CCDEHKO CHOCK, to secure with wedge of wood or metal [v] 

CHOICER CCEHIOR CHOICE, of fine quality [adj] 

CHOICES CCEHIOS CHOICE, one that is chosen [n] 

CHOIRED CDEHIOR CHOIR, to sing in unison [v] 

CHOKERS CEHKORS CHOKER, one that chokes (to impede breathing of) [n] 

CHOKEYS CEHKOSY CHOKEY, choky (prison) [n] 

CHOKIER CEHIKOR CHOKEY, choky (tending to cause choking) [adj] / CHOKY [adj] 

CHOKIES CEHIKOS CHOKY, prison [n] 

CHOKING CGHIKNO CHOKE, to impede breathing of [v] 

CHOLATE ACEHLOT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHOLENT CEHLNOT traditional Jewish stew [n -S] 

CHOLERA ACEHLOR acute disease [n -S] 

CHOLERS CEHLORS CHOLER, anger [n] 

CHOLINE CEHILNO B vitamin [n -S] 

CHOLLAS ACHLLOS CHOLLA, treelike cactus [n] 

CHOMPED CDEHMOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOMPER CEHMOPR one that chomps (to champ (to chew noisily)) [n -S] 

CHOOSER CEHOORS one that chooses (to take by preference) [n -S] 

CHOOSES CEHOOSS CHOOSE, to take by preference [v] 

CHOOSEY CEHOOSY choosy (hard to please) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 
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CHOPINE CEHINOP type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

CHOPINS CHINOPS CHOPIN, chopine (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] 

CHOPPED CDEHOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHOPPER CEHOPPR to travel by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHORALE ACEHLOR hymn that is sung in unison [n -S] 

CHORALS ACHLORS CHORAL, chorale (hymn that is sung in unison) [n] 

CHORDAL ACDHLOR pertaining to chord [adj] 

CHORDED CDDEHOR CHORD, to play chord (combination of three or more musical tones) [v] 

CHOREAL ACEHLOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CHOREAS ACEHORS CHOREA, nervous disorder [n] 

CHOREIC CCEHIOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CHORIAL ACHILOR pertaining to chorion (embryonic membrane) [adj] 

CHORINE CEHINOR chorus girl [n -S] 

CHORING CGHINOR CHORE, to do small jobs [v] 

CHORION CHINOOR embryonic membrane [n -S] 

CHORIZO CHIOORZ highly seasoned sausage [n -S] 

CHOROID CDHIOOR membrane of eye [n -S] 

CHORTEN CEHNORT Tibetan shrine [n -S] 

CHORTLE CEHLORT to chuckle with glee [v -D, -S, -LING] 

CHOUGHS CGHHOSU CHOUGH, crow-like bird [n] 

CHOUSED CDEHOSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHOUSER CEHORSU one that chouses (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

CHOUSES CEHOSSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHOWDER CDEHORW to make thick soup of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOWING CGHINOW CHOW, to eat (to consume food) [v] 

CHOWSED CDEHOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHOWSES CEHOSSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHRISMA ACHIMRS CHRISMON, Christian monogram [n] 

CHRISMS CHIMRSS CHRISM, consecrated oil [n] 

CHRISOM CHIMORS chrism (consecrated oil) [n -S] 

CHRISTY CHIRSTY skiing turn [n -TIES] 

CHROMAS ACHMORS CHROMA, purity of color [n] 

CHROMED CDEHMOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMES CEHMORS CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMIC CCHIMOR pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CHROMOS CHMOORS CHROMO, type of color picture [n] 

CHROMYL CHLMORY bivalent radical [n -S] 

CHRONIC CCHINOR one that suffers from long-lasting disease [n -S] 

CHRONON CHNNOOR hypothetical unit of time [n -S] 

CHUCKED CCDEHKU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

CHUCKER CCEHKRU one that chucks (to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm)) [n -S] 

CHUCKLE CCEHKLU to laugh quietly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CHUDDAH ACDDHHU chuddar (large, square shawl) [n -S] 

CHUDDAR ACDDHRU large, square shawl [n -S] 

CHUDDER CDDEHRU chuddar (large, square shawl) [n -S] 

CHUFFED CDEFFHU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

CHUFFER CEFFHRU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 
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CHUGGED CDEGGHU CHUG, to move with dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUGGER CEGGHRU one that chugs (to move with dull explosive sound) [n -S] 

CHUKARS ACHKRSU CHUKAR, game bird [n] 

CHUKKAR ACHKKRU chukker (period of play in polo) [n -S] 

CHUKKAS ACHKKSU CHUKKA, type of boot [n] 

CHUKKER CEHKKRU period of play in polo [n -S] 

CHUMMED CDEHMMU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPED CDEHMPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUNDER CDEHNRU to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHUNKED CDEHKNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHUNNEL CEHLNNU tunnel under English Channel [n -S] 

CHUNTER CEHNRTU to mutter (to speak unclearly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHUPPAH ACHHPPU canopy used at Jewish wedding [n -S, -PPOT] 

CHUPPAS ACHPPSU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

CHUPPOT CHOPPTU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] / CHUPPAH, [n] / HUPPAH, chuppah [n] 

CHURCHY CCHHRUY churchly (pertaining to church) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CHURNED CDEHNRU CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

CHURNER CEHNRRU one that churns (to stir briskly in order to make butter) [n -S] 

CHURRED CDEHRRU CHURR, to make vibrant sound [v] 

CHURROS CHORRSU CHURRO, Spanish and Mexican pastry [n] 

CHUSING CGHINSU CHUSE, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

CHUTING CGHINTU CHUTE, to convey by chute (vertical passage) [v] 

CHUTIST CHISTTU parachutist [n -S] 

CHUTNEE CEEHNTU chutney (sweet and sour sauce) [n -S] 

CHUTNEY CEHNTUY sweet and sour sauce [n -S] 

CHUTZPA ACHPTUZ chutzpah (supreme self-confidence) [n -S] 

CHYLOUS CHLOSUY CHYLE, digestive fluid [adj] 

CHYMICS CCHIMSY CHYMIC, chemic (chemist (one versed in chemistry)) [n] 

CHYMIST CHIMSTY chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n -S] 

CHYMOUS CHMOSUY pertaining to chyme (semi-digested food) [adj] 

CHYRONS CHNORSY CHYRON, type of digital graphic video overlay [n] 

CHYTRID CDHIRTY aquatic or soil fungus [n -S] 

 

7s contain -CH- 

ACHENES ACEEHNS ACHENE, type of fruit [n] 

ACHIEST ACEHIST ACHY, aching [adj] 

ACHIEVE ACEEHIV to carry out successfully [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ACHIOTE ACEHIOT yellowish red dye [n -S] 

ACHIRAL AACHILR pertaining to symmetrical molecule [adj] 

ACHOLIA AACHILO lack of bile [n -S] 

AFFICHE ACEFFHI poster [n -S] 

AITCHES ACEHIST AITCH, letter H [n] 

ALCHEMY ACEHLMY medieval form of chemistry [n -MIES] 

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ANARCHS AACHNRS ANARCH, advocate of anarchy [n] 

ANARCHY AACHNRY absence of government [n -HIES] 

ANCHORS ACHNORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 
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ANCHOVY ACHNOVY small food fish [n -VIES] 

ANCHUSA AACHNSU hairy-stemmed plant [n -S] 

APACHES AACEHPS APACHE, Parisian gangster [n] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA] 

ARCHAIC AACCHIR pertaining to earlier time [adj] 

ARCHEAN AACEHNR pertaining to Archean geological eon [adj] 

ARCHERS ACEHRRS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ARCHERY ACEHRRY sport of shooting with bow and arrow [n -RIES] 

ARCHFOE ACEFHOR principal foe [n -S] 

ARCHILS ACHILRS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

ARCHINE ACEHINR Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

ARCHING ACGHINR series of arches [n -S] / ARCH, to bend like arch (curved structure spanning opening) [v] 

ARCHIVE ACEHIRV to file in archive (place where records are kept) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

ARCHWAY AACHRWY passageway under arch [n -S] 

ATTACHE AACEHTT diplomatic official [n -S] 

AUROCHS ACHORSU extinct European ox [n -ES] 

BABICHE ABBCEHI rawhide thongs [n -S] 

BACCHIC ABCCCHI riotous (characterized by rioting) [adj] 

BACHING ABCGHIN BACH, to live as bachelor [v] 

BARCHAN AABCHNR type of sand dune [n -S] 

BATCHED ABCDEHT BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BATCHER ABCEHRT one that batches (to bring together) [n -S] 

BATCHES ABCEHST BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BEACHED ABCDEEH BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEACHES ABCEEHS BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BECHALK ABCEHKL to cover with chalk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECHARM ABCEHMR to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEECHEN BCEEEHN BEECH, type of tree [adj] 

BEECHES BCEEEHS BEECH, type of tree [n] 

BELCHED BCDEEHL BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELCHER BCEEHLR one that belches (to expel gas through mouth) [n -S] 

BELCHES BCEEHLS BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BENCHED BCDEEHN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BENCHER BCEEHNR magistrate [n -S] 

BENCHES BCEEHNS BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BIOCHIP BCHIIOP hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n -S] 

BIRCHED BCDEHIR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRCHEN BCEHINR made of birch wood [adj] 

BIRCHES BCEHIRS BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BITCHED BCDEHIT BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BITCHEN BCEHINT excellent [adj] 

BITCHES BCEHIST BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BLOTCHY BCHLOTY blotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BLUCHER BCEHLRU half boot [n -S] 

BOBECHE BBCEEHO glass collar on candle holder [n -S] 

BORSCHT BCHORST beet soup [n -S] 
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BOTCHED BCDEHOT BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOTCHER BCEHORT one that botches (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

BOTCHES BCEHOST BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOUCHEE BCEEHOU small patty shell [n -S] 

BOYCHIK BCHIKOY young man [n -S] 

BRACHES ABCEHRS BRACH, hound bitch [n] 

BRACHET ABCEHRT brach (hound bitch) [n -S] 

BRANCHY ABCHNRY having many branches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

BRECHAM ABCEHMR collar for horse [n -S] 

BRECHAN ABCEHNR brecham (collar for horse) [n -S] 

BRIOCHE BCEHIOR rich roll [n -S] 

BRONCHO BCHNOOR bronco (wild horse) [n -S] 

BUNCHED BCDEHNU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCHER BCEHNRU one that gathers things together [n -S] 

BUNCHES BCEHNSU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUTCHER BCEHRTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] / to slaughter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUTCHES BCEHSTU BUTCH, offensive word [n] 

CACHACA AAACCCH Brazilian liquor [n -S] 

CACHETS ACCEHST CACHET, to print design on envelope [v] 

CACHEXY ACCEHXY cachexia (general ill health) [n -XIES] 

CACHING ACCGHIN CACHE, to store in hiding place [v] 

CACHOUS ACCHOSU CACHOU, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

CALECHE ACCEEHL calash (light carriage) [n -S] 

CALICHE ACCEHIL mineral deposit [n -S] 

CANCHAS AACCHNS CANCHA, jai* alai* court [n] 

CAPICHE ACCEHIP to capisce [v] 

CAPTCHA AACCHPT Turing test used to vet website users [n -S] 

CAPUCHE ACCEHPU hood or cowl [n -S] 

CAROACH AACCHOR caroche (stately carriage) [n -S] 

CAROCHE ACCEHOR stately carriage [n -S] 

CARROCH ACCHORR caroche (stately carriage) [n -S] 

CATCHER ACCEHRT one that catches (to capture after pursuit) [n -S] 

CATCHES ACCEHST CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

CATCHUP ACCHPTU ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n -S] 

CATECHU ACCEHTU resin used in tanning [n -S] 

CEVICHE CCEEHIV seviche (dish of raw fish) [n -S] 

CICHLID CCDHIIL tropical fish [n -AE, -S] 

CINCHED CCDEHIN CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CINCHES CCEHINS CINCH, to girth (to encircle (to form circle around)) [v] 

CLACHAN AACCHLN hamlet (small town) [n -S] 

CLAUCHT ACCHLTU CLEEK, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLICHED CCDEHIL CLICHE, trite expression [adj] 

CLICHES CCEHILS CLICHE, trite expression [n] 

CLOCHES CCEHLOS CLOCHE, bell-shaped hat [n] 

CLUTCHY CCHLTUY tending to clutch [adj] 

COACHED ACCDEHO COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COACHER ACCEHOR one that coaches (to tutor or train) [n -S] 
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COACHES ACCEHOS COACH, to tutor or train [v] 

COCHAIR ACCHIOR to serve jointly as chairman of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCHINS CCHINOS COCHIN, large domestic chicken [n] 

COCHLEA ACCEHLO part of ear [n -E, -S] 

CONCHAE ACCEHNO CONCHA, anatomical shell-like structure [n] 

CONCHAL ACCHLNO CONCHA, anatomical shell-like structure [adj] 

CONCHAS ACCHNOS CONCHA, anatomical shell-like structure [n] 

CONCHES CCEHNOS CONCH, marine mollusk [n] 

CONCHIE CCEHINO conchy (conscientious objector) [n -S] 

CONCHOS CCHNOOS CONCHO, concha (ornamental disk) [n] 

COOCHES CCEHOOS COOCH, sinuous dance [n] 

COUCHED CCDEHOU COUCH, to put into words [v] 

COUCHER CCEHORU one that couches (to put into words) [n -S] 

COUCHES CCEHOSU COUCH, to put into words [v] 

CRECHES CCEEHRS CRECHE, day nursery [n] 

CROCHET CCEHORT to do type of needlework [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRUNCHY CCHNRUY crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / something that makes crackling sound when eaten [n -S] 

CULCHES CCEHLSU CULCH, oyster bed [n] 

CULCHIE CCEHILU offensive word [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / offensive word [n -S] 

CURCHES CCEHRSU CURCH, kerchief (cloth worn as head covering) [n] 

CUTCHES CCEHSTU CUTCH, catechu (resin used in tanning) [n] 

DATCHAS AACDHST DATCHA, dacha (Russian cottage) [n] 

DERECHO CDEEHOR line of intense widespread windstorms [n -S] 

DIARCHY ACDHIRY government with two rulers [n -HIES] 

DITCHED CDDEHIT DITCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

DITCHER CDEHIRT one that ditches (to dig long, narrow excavation in ground) [n -S] 

DITCHES CDEHIST DITCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

DOUCHED CDDEHOU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DOUCHES CDEHOSU DOUCHE, to cleanse with jet of water [v] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -E, -I, -S] 

DRACHMS ACDHMRS DRACHM, unit of weight [n] 

DUCHESS CDEHSSU wife or widow of duke [n -ES] 

DUCHIES CDEHISU DUCHY, domain of duke [n] 

DUNCHES CDEHNSU DUNCH, push [n] 

DYARCHY ACDHRYY diarchy (government with two rulers) [n -HIES] 

EARACHE AACEEHR pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n -S] 

ECHAPPE ACEEHPP moving from closed to open position of feet in ballet [adj] 

ECHARDS ACDEHRS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 

ECHELLE CEEEHLL device for spreading light into its component colors [n -S] 

ECHELON CEEHLNO to group in particular formation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECHIDNA ACDEHIN spiny anteater [n -E, -S] 

ECHINUS CEHINSU echinoid (spiny marine animal) [n -NI, -ES] 

ECHOERS CEEHORS ECHOER, one that echoes (to produce echo) [n] 

ECHOING CEGHINO ECHO, to produce echo [v] 

ECHOISM CEHIMOS formation of words in imitation of sounds [n -S] 

ECORCHE CCEEHOR anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n -S] 

ENCHAIN ACEHINN to bind with chains [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ENCHANT ACEHNNT to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHASE ACEEHNS to place in ornamental setting [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENDARCH ACDEHNR formed from center outward [adj] 

EPARCHS ACEHPRS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

EPARCHY ACEHPRY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

EPOCHAL ACEHLOP EPOCH, particular period of time [adj] 

ESCHARS ACEHRSS ESCHAR, hard, dry scab [n] 

ESCHEAT ACEEHST to confiscate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESCHEWS CEEHSSW ESCHEW, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

ETCHANT ACEHNTT substance used in etching [n -S] 

ETCHERS CEEHRST ETCHER, one that etches (to engrave with acid) [n] 

ETCHING CEGHINT etched design [n -S] / ETCH, to engrave with acid [v] 

EUCHRED CDEEHRU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUCHRES CEEHRSU EUCHRE, to prevent from winning three tricks in euchre (card game) [v] 

EUNUCHS CEHNSUU EUNUCH, castrated man [n] 

EXARCHS ACEHRSX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [n] 

EXARCHY ACEHRXY domain of exarch [n -HIES] 

FETCHED CDEEFHT FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FETCHER CEEFHRT one that fetches (to go after and bring back) [n -S] 

FETCHES CEEFHST FETCH, to go after and bring back [v] 

FIASCHI ACFHIIS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FILCHED CDEFHIL FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FILCHER CEFHILR one that filches (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

FILCHES CEFHILS FILCH, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

FINCHES CEFHINS FINCH, small bird [n] 

FITCHEE CEEFHIT fitchy (having arms ending in point -- used of heraldic cross) [adj] 

FITCHES CEFHIST FITCH, polecat (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

FITCHET CEFHITT fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n -S] 

FITCHEW CEFHITW fitch (polecat (carnivorous mammal)) [n -S] 

FLECHES CEEFHLS FLECHE, steeple [n] 

FUCHSIA ACFHISU flowering shrub [n -S] 

FUCHSIN CFHINSU red dye [n -S] 

GACHERS ACEGHRS GACHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GACHING ACGGHIN GACH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GANACHE AACEGHN creamy chocolate mixture [n -S] 

GATCHED ACDEGHT GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GATCHER ACEGHRT one that gatches (to behave boastfully) [n -S] 

GATCHES ACEGHST GATCH, to behave boastfully [v] 

GAUCHED ACDEGHU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUCHER ACEGHRU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] / gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n -S] 

GAUCHES ACEGHSU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUCHOS ACGHOSU GAUCHO, cowboy of South American pampas [n] 

GINCHES CEGHINS GINCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GITCHES CEGHIST GITCH, gotch (underpants) [n] 

GLITCHY CGHILTY characterized by glitches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GLOCHID CDGHILO barbed hair on some plants [n -S] 

GNOCCHI CCGHINO dumplings made of pasta [n GNOCCHI] 
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GONCHES CEGHNOS GONCH, gaunch (underpants) [n] 

GOTCHAS ACGHOST GOTCHA, instance of catching person out in deceit or wrongdoing [n] 

GOTCHES CEGHOST GOTCH, underpants [n] 

GOUACHE ACEGHOU method of painting [n -S] 

GROUCHY CGHORUY ill-tempered [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GULCHES CEGHLSU GULCH, deep, narrow ravine [n] 

HACHURE ACEHHRU to make hatching on map [v -D, -S, -RING] 

HALACHA AAACHHL legal part of Talmud [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HATCHED ACDEHHT HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATCHEL ACEHHLT to separate flax fibers with comb [v -ED, -ING, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

HATCHER ACEHHRT one that hatches (to bring forth young from egg) [n -S] 

HATCHES ACEHHST HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

HATCHET ACEHHTT small ax [n -S] 

HIBACHI ABCHHII cooking device [n -S] 

HITCHED CDEHHIT HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HITCHER CEHHIRT one that hitches (to fasten with knot or hook) [n -S] 

HITCHES CEHHIST HITCH, to fasten with knot or hook [v] 

HONCHOS CHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HOOCHES CEHHOOS HOOCH, cheap whiskey [n] 

HOOCHIE CEHHIOO promiscuous young woman [n -S] 

HOTCHED CDEHHOT HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HOTCHES CEHHOST HOTCH, to wiggle (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [v] 

HUNCHED CDEHHNU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUNCHES CEHHNSU HUNCH, to arch forward [v] 

HUTCHED CDEHHTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

HUTCHES CEHHSTU HUTCH, to store away [v] 

ICHNITE CEHIINT fossil footprint [n -S] 

INCHERS CEHINRS INCHER, something having specified number of inches [n] 

INCHING CGHIINN INCH, to move very slowly [v] 

ISCHIAL ACHIILS ISCHIUM, pelvic bone [adj] 

ISCHIUM CHIIMSU pelvic bone [n -IA] 

ISOCHOR CHIOORS isochore (curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature) [n -S] 

ITCHIER CEHIIRT ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adj] 

ITCHILY CHIILTY ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adv] 

ITCHING CGHIINT uneasy or tingling skin sensation [n -S] / ITCH, to have uneasy or tingling skin sensation [v] 

KABOCHA AABCHKO type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n -S] 

KACHINA AACHIKN ancestral spirit [n -S] 

KENCHES CEEHKNS KENCH, bin for salting fish [n] 

KERCHOO CEHKOOR ahchoo (used to represent sound of sneeze) [interj] 

KETCHES CEEHKST KETCH, sailing vessel [n] 

KETCHUP CEHKPTU spicy tomato sauce [n -S] 

KIMCHEE CEEHIKM kimchi (spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage) [n -S] 

KIMCHIS CHIIKMS KIMCHI, spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage [n] 

KITCHEN CEHIKNT room where food is cooked [n -S] 

KITSCHY CHIKSTY garish; gaudy [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KOCHIAS ACHIKOS KOCHIA, Eurasian plant [n] 

KUCHENS CEHKNSU KUCHEN, coffee cake [n] 
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KVETCHY CEHKTVY habitually complaining [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KWACHAS AACHKSW KWACHA, monetary unit of Malawi and Zambia [n] 

LANCHED ACDEHLN LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LANCHES ACEHLNS LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LARCHEN ACEHLNR LARCH, coniferous tree [adj] 

LARCHES ACEHLRS LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

LATCHED ACDEHLT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHES ACEHLST LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

LATCHET ACEHLTT thong used to fasten shoe [n -S] 

LEACHED ACDEEHL LEACH, to subject to filtering action of liquid [v] 

LEACHER ACEEHLR one that leaches (to subject to filtering action of liquid) [n -S] 

LEACHES ACEEHLS LEACH, to subject to filtering action of liquid [v] 

LECHERS CEEHLRS LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LECHERY CEEHLRY excessive sexual indulgence [n -RIES] 

LECHING CEGHILN LECH, to engage in lechery [v] 

LECHWES CEEHLSW LECHWE, African antelope [n] 

LEECHED CDEEEHL LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LEECHES CEEEHLS LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LETCHED CDEEHLT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LETCHES CEEHLST LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LICHEES CEEHILS LICHEE, litchi (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

LICHENS CEHILNS LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v] 

LICHTED CDEHILT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LITCHIS CHIILST LITCHI, edible fruit of Chinese tree [n] 

LOACHES ACEHLOS LOACH, freshwater fish [n] 

LOCHANS ACHLNOS LOCHAN, small lake [n] 

LOCHIAL ACHILLO LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [adj] 

LOCHIAS ACHILOS LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

LUNCHED CDEHLNU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LUNCHER CEHLNRU one that lunches (to eat noonday meal) [n -S] 

LUNCHES CEHLNSU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LURCHED CDEHLRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LURCHER CEHLRRU one that lurks or prowls [n -S] 

LURCHES CEHLRSU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

LYCHEES CEEHLSY LYCHEE, litchi (edible fruit of Chinese tree) [n] 

LYCHNIS CHILNSY flowering plant [n -ES] 

LYNCHED CDEHLNY LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

LYNCHER CEHLNRY one that lynches (to put to death without legal sanction) [n -S] 

LYNCHES CEHLNSY LYNCH, to put to death without legal sanction [v] 

MACCHIA AACCHIM dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n -IE] 

MACCHIE ACCEHIM MACCHIA, dense growth of small trees and shrubs [n] 

MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MACHERS ACEHMRS MACHER, person known for getting things done [n] 

MACHETE ACEEHMT large, heavy knife [n -S] 

MACHINE ACEHIMN to process by machine (mechanical device) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MACHREE ACEEHMR dear (loved one) [n =S] 
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MACHZOR ACHMORZ mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n -IM, -S] 

MANCHES ACEHMNS MANCHE, heraldic design [n] 

MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S] 

MARCHED ACDEHMR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MARCHEN ACEHMNR folktale (tale forming part of oral tradition of people) [n MARCHEN] 

MARCHER ACEHMRR one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n -S] 

MARCHES ACEHMRS MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

MATCHED ACDEHMT MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATCHER ACEHMRT one that matches (to set in competition or opposition) [n -S] 

MATCHES ACEHMST MATCH, to set in competition or opposition [v] 

MATCHUP ACHMPTU setting of two players against each other [n -S] 

MECHOUI CEHIMOU meal of meat roasted on spit [n -S] 

MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

MERCHES CEEHMRS MERCH, merchandise [n] 

MICHING CGHIIMN MICHE, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

MILCHIG CGHIILM made of or derived from milk [adj] 

MOCHILA ACHILMO leather covering for saddle [n -S] 

MOLOCHS CHLMOOS MOLOCH, spiny lizard [n] 

MOOCHED CDEHMOO MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOOCHER CEHMOOR one that mooches (to obtain without paying) [n -S] 

MOOCHES CEHMOOS MOOCH, to obtain without paying [v] 

MOUCHED CDEHMOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MOUCHES CEHMOSU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MULCHED CDEHLMU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULCHES CEHLMSU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MUNCHED CDEHMNU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MUNCHER CEHMNRU one that munches (to chew with crackling sound) [n -S] 

MUNCHES CEHMNSU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MUNCHIE CEHIMNU small amount of food eaten between meals [n -S] 

MUTCHES CEHMSTU MUTCH, close-fitting cap [n] 

NICHING CGHIINN NICHE, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

NOTCHED CDEHNOT NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NOTCHER CEHNORT one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n -S] 

NOTCHES CEHNOST NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

NUCHALS ACHLNSU NUCHAL, anatomical part lying in region of nape [n] 

NUNCHUK CHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

OCHERED CDEEHOR OCHER, to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [v] 

OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHREAS ACEHORS OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHRING CGHINOR OCHRE, to ocher (to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment)) [v] 

OCHROID CDHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCHROUS CHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

ORACHES ACEHORS ORACH, cultivated plant [n] / ORACHE [n] 

ORCHARD ACDHORR area for cultivation of fruit trees [n -S] 

ORCHIDS CDHIORS ORCHID, flowering plant [n] 

ORCHILS CHILORS ORCHIL, purple dye [n] 

OUCHING CGHINOU OUCH, to ornament with ouches (settings for precious stones) [v] 
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OUTCHID CDHIOTU OUTCHIDE, to surpass in chiding [v] 

OUTECHO CEHOOTU to surpass in echoing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PACHISI ACHIIPS board game of India [n -S] 

PACHUCO ACCHOPU flashy Mexican-American youth [n -S] 

PANACHE AACEHNP ornamental tuft of feathers [n -S] 

PANCHAX AACHNPX tropical fish [n -ES] 

PANOCHA AACHNOP coarse Mexican sugar [n -S] 

PANOCHE ACEHNOP panocha (coarse Mexican sugar) [n -S] 

PARCHED ACDEHPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARCHES ACEHPRS PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PASCHAL AACHLPS candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n -S] 

PATCHED ACDEHPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATCHER ACEHPRT one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n -S] 

PATCHES ACEHPST PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PAUNCHY ACHNPUY having protruding belly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

PEACHED ACDEEHP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACHER ACEEHPR one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n -S] 

PEACHES ACEEHPS PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PECHANS ACEHNPS PECHAN, stomach [n] 

PECHING CEGHINP PECH, to pant (to breathe quickly and with difficulty) [v] 

PENOCHE CEEHNOP penuche (fudge-like candy) [n -S] 

PENUCHE CEEHNPU fudge-like candy [n -S] 

PENUCHI CEHINPU penuche (fudge-like candy) [n -S] 

PERCHED CDEEHPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERCHER CEEHPRR one that perches (to sit or rest on elevated place) [n -S] 

PERCHES CEEHPRS PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PICACHO ACCHIOP isolated peak of hill [n -S] 

PINCHED CDEHINP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINCHER CEHINPR one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n -S] 

PINCHES CEHINPS PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PITCHER CEHIPRT container for holding and pouring liquids [n -S] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PLANCHE ACEHLNP planch (plank) [n -S] 

POACHED ACDEHOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POACHER ACEHOPR one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n -S] 

POACHES ACEHOPS POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POCHARD ACDHOPR sea duck [n -S] 

PONCHOS CHNOOPS PONCHO, type of cloak [n] 

POOCHED CDEHOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POOCHES CEHOOPS POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

PORCHED CDEHOPR PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [adj] 

PORCHES CEHOPRS PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [n] 

POTICHE CEHIOPT type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

POUCHED CDEHOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POUCHES CEHOPSU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

PREACHY ACEHPRY tending to preach [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
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PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PUNCHED CDEHNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCHER CEHNPRU one that punches (to perforate with type of tool) [n -S] 

PUNCHES CEHNPSU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

QUAICHS ACHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUICHES CEHIQSU QUICHE, custard-filled pastry [n] 

RACHETS ACEHRST RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RACHIAL AACHILR RACHIS, spinal column [adj] 

RANCHED ACDEHNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHER ACEHNRR one that owns or works on ranch [n -S] 

RANCHES ACEHNRS RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHOS ACHNORS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

RATCHES ACEHRST RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

RATCHET ACEHRTT to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAUNCHY ACHNRUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

REACHED ACDEEHR REACH, to stretch out or put forth [v] 

REACHER ACEEHRR one that reaches (to stretch out or put forth) [n -S] 

REACHES ACEEHRS REACH, to stretch out or put forth [v] 

RECHART ACEHRRT to chart again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEAT ACEEHRT hunting call [n -S] 

RECHECK CCEEHKR to check again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEWS CEEHRSW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RETCHED CDEEHRT RETCH, to make effort to vomit [v] 

RETCHES CEEHRST RETCH, to make effort to vomit [v] 

RHACHIS ACHHIRS rachis (spinal column) [n -IDES, -ES] 

RICHENS CEHINRS RICHEN, to make rich [v] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

ROACHED ACDEHOR ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

ROACHES ACEHORS ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

ROCHETS CEHORST ROCHET, linen vestment [n] 

ROTCHES CEHORST ROTCH, rotche (seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast)) [n] / ROTCHE [n] 

ROUCHES CEHORSU ROUCHE, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S] 

SACHEMS ACEHMSS SACHEM, Native American chief [n] 

SACHETS ACEHSST SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder [n] 

SALCHOW ACHLOSW figure-skating jump [n -S] 

SAMECHS ACEHMSS SAMECH, samek (Hebrew letter) [n] 

SATCHEL ACEHLST small carrying bag [n -S] 

SCHAPPE ACEHPPS silk fabric [n -S] 

SCHEMAS ACEHMSS SCHEMA, generalized diagram or plan [n] 

SCHEMED CDEEHMS SCHEME, to plan or plot [v] 

SCHEMER CEEHMRS one that schemes (to plan or plot) [n -S] 

SCHEMES CEEHMSS SCHEME, to plan or plot [v] 
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SCHERZI CEHIRSZ SCHERZO, lively musical movement [n] 

SCHERZO CEHORSZ lively musical movement [n -ZI, -S] 

SCHISMS CHIMSSS SCHISM, division into opposing parties [n] 

SCHISTS CHISSST SCHIST, rock that readily splits into parallel layers [n] 

SCHIZOS CHIOSSZ SCHIZO, schizoid (person affected with type of psychotic disorder) [n] 

SCHIZZY CHISYZZ schizy (affected with schizophrenia) [adj -ZZIER, -ZZIEST] 

SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SCHLEPS CEHLPSS SCHLEP, to lug or drag [v] 

SCHLOCK CCHKLOS inferior merchandise [n -S] 

SCHLONG CGHLNOS offensive word [n -S] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMALZ ACHLMSZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SCHMEAR ACEHMRS to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMEER CEEHMRS to bribe (to practice bribery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMOES CEHMOSS SCHMO, stupid person [n] / SCHMOE [n] 

SCHMOOS CHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCHMUCK CCHKMSU to hit or flatten [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMUTZ CHMSTUZ dirt, grime [n -ES] 

SCHNAPS ACHNPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SCHNAPS] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S] 

SCHNOOK CHKNOOS easily deceived person [n -S] 

SCHNOZZ CHNOSZZ schnoz (nose) [n -ES] 

SCHOLAR ACHLORS learned person [n -S] 

SCHOOLS CHLOOSS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning [v] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SCHRIKS CHIKRSS SCHRIK, sudden fright [n] 

SCHRODS CDHORSS SCHROD, scrod (young cod) [n] 

SCHTICK CCHIKST shtick (entertainment routine) [n -S] 

SCHTIKS CHIKSST SCHTIK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

SCHTUPS CHPSSTU SCHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SCHUITS CHISSTU SCHUIT, Dutch sailing vessel [n] 

SCHVITZ CHISTVZ to shvitz (to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SEICHES CEEHISS SEICHE, oscillation of surface of lake or landlocked sea [n] 

SEVICHE CEEHISV dish of raw fish [n -S] 

SHEUCHS CEHHSSU SHEUCH, sheugh (ditch) [n] 

SHOCHET CEHHOST person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n -IM] 

SHOCHUS CHHOSSU SHOCHU, Japanese liquor [n] 

SIMCHAS ACHIMSS SIMCHA, Jewish private party [n] 

SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SLOUCHY CHLOSUY slouching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SMOOCHY CHMOOSY suitable for smooching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SMUTCHY CHMSTUY smudgy (smudged) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNATCHY ACHNSTY occurring irregularly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SOROCHE CEHOORS mountain sickness [n -S] 

STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STENCHY CEHNSTY having stench (foul odor) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
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STICHIC CCHIIST STICH, line of poetry [adj] 

SUBECHO BCEHOSU inferior echo [n -ES] 

SUMACHS ACHMSSU SUMACH, sumac (flowering tree or shrub) [n] 

SYNCHED CDEHNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYNCHRO CHNORSY selsyn (type of remote-control device) [n -S] 

TACHISM ACHIMST action painting [n -S] 

TACHIST ACHISTT action painter [n -S] 

TACHYON ACHNOTY theoretical subatomic particle [n -S] 

TEACHER ACEEHRT one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to) [n -S] 

TEACHES ACEEHST TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to [v] 

TECHIER CEEHIRT TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adj] 

TECHIES CEEHIST TECHIE, technician [n] 

TECHILY CEHILTY TECHY, tetchy (irritable) [adv] 

TECHNIC CCEHINT technique [n -S] 

TECHNOS CEHNOST TECHNO, style of disco music [n] 

TENCHES CEEHNST TENCH, freshwater fish [n] 

TEPACHE ACEEHPT Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n -S] 

TETCHED CDEEHTT crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

THATCHY ACHHTTY resembling thatch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TITCHES CEHISTT TITCH, small amount [n] 

TITCHIE CEHIITT titchy (very small) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TOCHERS CEHORST TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

TORCHED CDEHORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHES CEHORST TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TORCHON CHNOORT coarse lace [n -S] 

TOUCHED CDEHOTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHER CEHORTU one that touches (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

TOUCHES CEHOSTU TOUCH, to be in or come into contact with [v] 

TOUCHUP CHOPTUU act of finishing by adding minor improvements [n -S] 

TRACHEA AACEHRT passage for conveying air to lungs [n -E, -S] 

TRACHLE ACEHLRT to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRANCHE ACEHNRT portion [n -S] 

TROCHAL ACHLORT shaped like wheel [adj] 

TROCHAR ACHORRT trocar (surgical instrument) [n -S] 

TROCHEE CEEHORT type of metrical foot [n -S] 

TROCHES CEHORST TROCHE, medicated lozenge [n] 

TROCHIL CHILORT African bird [n -I, -S] 

TUCHUNS CHNSTUU TUCHUN, Chinese military governor [n] 

TUSCHES CEHSSTU TUSCHE, liquid used in lithography [n] 

TWITCHY CHITTWY fidgety (nervously restless) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

UNCHAIN ACHINNU to free by removing chain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHAIR ACHINRU to remove from chairmanship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHARY ACHNRUY not chary (cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger)) [adj] 

UNCHOKE CEHKNOU to free from obstruction [v -D, -KING, -S] 

UNMACHO ACHMNOU not macho [adj] 

UPCHUCK CCHKPUU to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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URCHINS CHINRSU URCHIN, mischievous boy [n] 

VETCHES CEEHSTV VETCH, climbing plant [n] 

VICHIES CEHIISV VICHY, type of mineral water [n] 

VOUCHED CDEHOUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

VOUCHEE CEEHOUV one for whom another vouches [n -S] 

VOUCHER CEHORUV to establish authenticity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VOUCHES CEHOSUV VOUCH, to give one's personal assurance or guarantee [v] 

WATCHED ACDEHTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WATCHER ACEHRTW one that watches (to observe carefully) [n -S] 

WATCHES ACEHSTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WAUCHTS ACHSTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WELCHED CDEEHLW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WELCHER CEEHLRW one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n -S] 

WELCHES CEEHLSW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENCHER CEEHNRW one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n -S] 

WENCHES CEEHNSW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHATCHA AACHHTW greeting [interj] 

WINCHED CDEHINW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINCHER CEHINRW one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n -S] 

WINCHES CEHINSW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WITCHED CDEHITW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WITCHES CEHISTW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WOTCHER CEHORTW used as casual greeting [interj] 

YACHTED ACDEHTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YACHTER ACEHRTY one who sails yacht [n -S] 

YACHTIE ACEHITY yachter (one who sails yacht) [n -S] 

ZECCHIN CCEHINZ zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n -S] 

ZECHINS CEHINSZ ZECHIN, zecchino (former gold coin of Italy) [n] 

ZILCHES CEHILSZ ZILCH, nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [n] 

 

7s end -CH 

ABROACH AABCHOR astir (moving about) [adj] 

AUTARCH AACHRTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BEWITCH BCEHITW to affect by witchcraft or magic [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BIOTECH BCEHIOT applied biology [n -S] 

BYCATCH ABCCHTY marine animals caught unintentionally [n -ES] 

CAPOUCH ACCHOPU capuche (hood or cowl) [n -ES] 

CRAUNCH ACCHNRU to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CURRACH ACCHRRU coracle (small boat) [n -S] 

DEBAUCH ABCDEHU to corrupt (to subvert honesty or integrity of) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DEBOUCH BCDEHOU to march into open [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DIPTYCH CDHIPTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

DISTICH CDHIIST couplet (pair of successive lines of verse) [n -S] 

ELDRICH CDEHILR eldritch (weird (mysteriously strange)) [adj] 

IMPEACH ACEHIMP to charge with misconduct in office [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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ISOPACH ACHIOPS isogram connecting points of equal thickness [n -S] 

ISOTACH ACHIOST line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

KLATSCH ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

MESARCH ACEHMRS originating in mesic habitat [adj] 

MONARCH ACHMNOR absolute ruler [n -S] 

NOMARCH ACHMNOR head of nome [n -S] 

NONSUCH CHNNOSU nonesuch (person or thing without equal) [n -ES] 

OSTRICH CHIORST large, flightless bird [n -ES] 

PIBROCH BCHIOPR musical piece played on bagpipe [n -S] 

POTLACH ACHLOPT ceremonial feast [n -ES] 

REMATCH ACEHMRT to match again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REPATCH ACEHPRT to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RETEACH ACEEHRT to teach again [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

RETOUCH CEHORTU to add new details or touches to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCOOTCH CCHOOST to scooch (to slide with short movements) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRAICH ACCHIRS to utter shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRATCH ACCHRST to make thin, shallow cut or mark on [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCREECH CCEEHRS to utter harsh, shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRITCH CCHIRST quiet scraping sound [n -ES] 

SCROOCH CCHOORS to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCRUNCH CCHNRSU to crush (to press or squeeze out of shape) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCULTCH CCHLSTU sculch (clean trash) [n -ES] 

SPINACH ACHINPS cultivated herb [n -ES] 

SPLOTCH CHLOPST to mark with large, irregular spots [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUELCH CEHLQSU to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SQUINCH CHINQSU to squint (to look with eyes partly closed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STAUNCH ACHNSTU firm and dependable [adj -ER, -EST] / to stanch (to stop flow of blood from) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STOMACH ACHMOST to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRETCH CEHRSTT to draw out or open to full length [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNHITCH CHHINTU to free from being hitched [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNLATCH ACHLNTU to open by lifting latch (fastening device) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNTEACH ACEHNTU to cause to unlearn something [v -TAUGHT, -ING, -ES] 

UPREACH ACEHPRU to reach up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

XERARCH ACEHRRX developing in dry area [adj] 

ZLOTYCH CHLOTYZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

 


